Introduction
Genetically encoded fluorescent proteins (FPs) allow the specific and targeted labeling of proteins, organelles, cells, tissues, and whole organisms. This versatility makes FPs superior over synthetic organic dyes for imaging applications in vivo. Once expressed in cells, FPs require no additional enzymes and cofactors except for molecular oxygen to form a chromophore. In most cases, a protein of interest can be genetically tagged with FP without affecting its function and delivered into live cells. Fluorescent organic dyes (reviewed in Ref. [1] ) have several advantages over FPs. These include their small size that ensures low interference with the function of a labeled protein, and sometimes they have more-favorable photophysical characteristics, such as greater brightness or higher photostability. However, use of organic dyes is usually limited to fixed cells. Modern FPs of new phenotypes and with enhanced photophysical properties allow efficient imaging applications in live cells.
FPs are available in a range of fluorescent colors, which span the whole visible spectrum, from short violet to far-red. Red-shifted FPs (RFPs) complement other spectral FP variants in multicolor applications and present a number of advantages. Specifically, red-shifted excitation and fluorescence result in reduced autofluorescence, lower light-scattering, and lower phototoxicity at longer wavelengths. These properties make RFPs superior probes for in vivo imaging, particularly, in deep tissues and for imaging approaches that require low background noise including single-molecule super-resolution techniques.
Designing FPs to satisfy the needs of novel imaging technologies is a rapidly developing area. Recently, many RFPs of different phenotypes have been engineered. Currently, there are at least six different RFP types, including conventional RFPs, far-red FPs, RFPs with a large Stokes shift, fluorescent timers, photoactivatable RFPs, and reversibly photoswitchable RFPs. Each of these phenotypes enables different imaging application.
The variety of FP colors originates from the diversity of the chromophores and their immediate environments. Development of advanced RFPs has been accompanied with studies of the corresponding chromophore structures and their formation processes. [2] As a result, the basic principles of the autocatalytic and light-induced chemistry of the red chromophore are now known. Understanding the chromophore chemistry opens a possibility to manipulate transitions between chromophore structures to obtain desirable FP phenotypes.
In this Review, we first describe existing and emerging applications of RFPs including techniques to study proteinprotein interactions, to monitor intracellular dynamic processes, and to perform intravital and super-resolution imaging. Required FP characteristics are discussed for each imaging approach. We then summarize the principles of the chromophore transformations in RFPs. Finally, we present our view on a design of future RFPs and their influence on imaging applications.
Conventional Red-Shifted FPs
Permanently fluorescent, or so-called conventional RFPs, can be divided into orange FPs (emission at 550-570 nm), red FPs (emission at 570-620 nm), and far-red FPs (emission at over 620 nm) on the basis of their spectral properties. Far-red shifted RFPs are discussed separately to highlight their importance for imaging.
In the past few years a large series of the advanced red-shifted fluorescent proteins (RFPs) has been developed. These enhanced RFPs provide new possibilities to study biological processes at the levels ranging from single molecules to whole organisms. Herein the relationship between the properties of the RFPs of different phenotypes and their applications to various imaging techniques are described. Existing and emerging imaging approaches are discussed for conventional RFPs, far-red FPs, RFPs with a large Stokes shift, fluorescent timers, irreversibly photoactivatable and reversibly photoswitchable RFPs. Advantages and limitations of specific RFPs for each technique are presented. Recent progress in understanding the chemical transformations of red chromophores allows the future RFP phenotypes and their respective novel imaging applications to be foreseen.
Major spectral and biochemical properties of RFPs are summarized in Table 1 . These characteristics include brightness, photostability, oligomeric state, maturation (protein folding and chromophore formation) rate, and cytotoxicity. Brightness of FP is determined as a product of its extinction coefficient and its quantum yield. In cells, however, in addition to the FPs intrinsic brightness, the maturation efficiency of FP and the level of its expression, both influence the apparent brightness of the fluorescent signal. Other RFP characteristics are defined in the footnotes to Table 1 .
The FP cytotoxicity determines its suitability for cell labeling. The absence of the cytotoxicity ensures the constant and high-level of the FP expression, high cell viability, and efficient cell division over a large number of cell generations. The cytotoxicity may be caused by a non-specific intracellular FP oligomerization and formation of large aggregates. [3] Through the optimization of the protein solubility lesscytotoxic variants could be prepared, even for tetrameric RFPs, such as DsRed.
[3a, 4] The cytotoxicity can be evaluated in bacterial cells by determining an average colony size and the number of colonies after constitutive high-level FP expression. In mammalian cells expressing FP under a strong promoter, the cytotoxicity can be determined by monitoring the level and distribution of cellular fluorescence over several cell generations.
[3a] Tetrameric E2-Orange and DsRedExpress2 have been optimized in this way. [3a, 5] Modern RFPs have enhanced characteristics compared to the first generation of conventional RFPs. mOrange2 and TagRFP-T [6] proteins are substantially more photostable (Table 1) than their ancestors mOrange [7] and TagRFP. [8] Other orange FPs, such as mKO2 [9] and mKOk, [10] are brighter and have faster maturation times, however, they still suffer from low photostability. A new RFP, called mRuby, [11] is characterized by higher brightness (Table 1) . For comparison, the brightness of the orange-red synthetic Alexa dyes is 88 mm À1 cm À1 for Alexa546 and 61 mm À1 cm À1 for both Alexa568 and Alexa594.
[1b] Correlating that with the brightness of RFPs with similar spectral characteristics (Table 1) , Alexa546 is 1.4-times brighter than mKOk, Alexa568 is 1.6-times less-bright than tdTomato, and Alexa594 is 1.6-times brighter than mRuby.
Although the new RFPs offer advantages for specific applications some earlier RFPs are still competitive. The popular mCherry [7] protein is often a label of choice because of its high photostability and good performance in fusion constructs with other proteins. In a number of applications, such as organelle labeling and Fçrster resonance energy transfer (FRET), the bright tandem dimer tdTomato [7] provides optimal results.
RFPs in Biosensors and Bimolecular Fluorescence Complementation
Genetically encoded biosensors allow the visualization and quantification of the changes in enzymatic activities, in protein conformational states, in concentrations of metabolites and in some other physiological events in cells, tissues, and whole organisms. [12] Since red-shifted light penetrates deeper into tissues and provides lower levels of autofluorescence, RFPs are attractive components for biosensors for use in tissues and model animals.
There are two major types of FP biosensors: FRET-based biosensors and single-FP biosensors. A design of spectrally compatible FRET biosensors for the simultaneous imaging of multiple biological processes in a single cell is a current trend in the FP area. [13] When used as FRET acceptors, mKO2 and mKOk with their fast and efficient maturation demonstrated high FRET efficiency with cyan-green FP donors. [10, 14] These proteins would be also good FRET donors to be combined with far-red FP acceptors. The resulting FRET pairs could be compatible with the common cyan FP (CFP)-yellow FP (YFP) FRET pair.
Single-FP biosensors are based on FPs, which reversibly change their spectra upon specific stimuli (Figure 1 b, Table 2 ). These biosensors have been developed to detect pH changes, concentrations of chloride and metal ions, and redox potential. The main advantage of the single-FP over the FRET-based biosensors is the substantially higher dynamic range of their readout. [15] The majority of single-FP biosensors are green. Very few red single-FP sensors, such as a biosensor for detection of nucleoside transport based on pH-sensitive mNectarine, [16] are currently available. Future engineering of orange-red single-FP sensors could allow detecting simultaneously several processes in a live cell.
Recently, considerable progress in the biosensor design has been made with a new approach to screen bacterial colonies expressing fluorescent probes in the periplasm. As a result, a series of blue, green, and red calcium ion biosensors with the dynamic ranges of 1000-11 000 % were obtained. [17] These biosensors were based on circularly permutated FPs (cpFPs), which have new N-and C-termini in the middle of the b-barrel. The red calcium biosensor, based on circularly permutated mApple, was applied together with a CFP-YFP probe for adenosine 5'-triphosphate for simultaneous imaging in a single cell.
In addition to common biosensors, split variants of conventional RFPs are utilized for the detection of proteinprotein interactions in bimolecular fluorescent complementation (BiFC) assay. [18] Split FPs are composed of two nonfluorescent FP parts that reconstitute a fluorescent FP barrel when brought in close proximity (Figure 1 c, Table 2 ). Usually BiFC is irreversible, and it takes time to form a mature chromophore in the reconstituted FP molecule. However, sometimes it is more preferable than a FRET-based assay because of its simplicity and sensitivity. Among RFP-based split systems available, only mKate derivative split-Lumin can mature efficiently in physiological conditions at 37 8C, and can be combined with split FPs of other colors.
[18b]
Another method was utilized to develop an FP-based approach for reporting a cell-cycle phase. Sequential expression of two different FP fusion constructs, such as mKO2 fused to Cdt1 and mAG fused to Geminin, has resulted in a Fucci biosensor system. [9] Due to cell-cycle-dependent proteolysis, protein expression of Cdt1 and Geminin oscillates inversely. Hence, mKO2-hCdt1 labels the nuclei in orange during G1 phase, while mAG-hGem labels the nuclei in green during S/G2/M phases. Fucci allowed the coordination of the cell cycle with morphological changes in neural progenitors [19] and cell-cycle progression during differentiation, metastasis of tumors, [9] and the development of zebrafish embryo to be studied. [20] 
RFPs in Deep Tissue Imaging
Non-destructive imaging of thick specimens, including live ones, requires optical sectioning to eliminate out-of-focus light. This sectioning could be achieved using fluorescence light-sheet microscopy and two-photon (2P) imaging, among other approaches.
Light sheet microscopy techniques include selective-plane illumination microscopy (SPIM), [21] orthogonal-plane fluo- A shift in excitation/ emission maxima (top panel, pH sensor) or a change in intensity (bottom panel, calcium sensor) under specific stimuli is the readout of these biosensors; c) Multicolor BiFC. Several independent pairs of interacting proteins may be identified; d) Deep-tissue imaging. This application requires far-red FPs exhibiting excitation and emission maxima within the NIRW (650-690 nm) to obtain the highest light transmission and the lowest autofluorescence; e) Super-resolution imaging: Most commercially available STED microscopes use a 638 nm excitation beam (red circle), which is superimposed with a doughnut-shaped STED beam (750 nm). The STED beam instantly quenches excited FPs at the periphery of the excitation area, thus confining the fluorescence emission to a spot of only a few tens of nanometers (red dot). To date, using FPs a resolution of 50 nm can be achieved; [29] f) Multicolor single-laser FCCS. A single excitation wavelength is used for a set of LSSFPs fluorescing at different wavelengths; g) Multicolor two-photon microscopy. With this technique, a subcellular resolution in deep tissues can be achieved with 2P single wavelength excitation of a set of LSSFPs fluorescing at different wavelengths; h) Long-term particle tracking with FTs. A slow change of FT color allows prolonged tracking of the particle inside the cell. [a] Brightness determined as the product of extinction coefficient e and quantum yield F. [b] pK a is the pH value at which fluorescence is half-maximal.
[c] A time required for photobleaching of 50 % of fluorescence signal. To account for different efficiencies of FP excitation and microscope setups, the values are normalized to spectral output of the lamp, transmission profiles of the filters, and the dichroic mirror used in the photobleaching experiment, and to the absorbance spectra of FP.
[d] M, D, TD, and T indicate monomer, dimer, tandem dimer, and tetramer, respectively. [e] n.d. = not determined.
[f ] Determined relative to mCherry. [7] [g] Determined relative to mKate2. [48] [h] Determined relative to mKeima. [44] [i] The occurrence of the maximal blue fluorescence intensity and half-maximal red (or orange) fluorescence intensity were considered as characteristic times of FTs.
[j] The ratio of fluorescence intensity after photoconversion to fluorescence intensity before photoconversion.
[k] Determined relative to mOrange2. [6] . Angewandte Reviews V. V. Verkhusha et al.
rescence optical sectioning (OPFOS), [22] highly inclined and laminated optical sheet (HILO) [23] microscopy, and their derivatives. In SPIM, a sample is illuminated from the side in a well-defined volume around the focal plane of the detection optics (reviewed in Ref. [24] ). The illumination plane and the detection paths are perpendicular to each other. The major advantage of the SPIM approach is the fast image acquisition. Application of RFPs to SPIM and other light-sheet fluorescence microscopy approaches has been limited to date.
2P microscopy has a superior performance in deep-tissue imaging because of its reduced out-of-focus fluorescence and light scattering, combined with a better penetration of infrared light. [26] In addition, 2P imaging reduces the overall photobleaching in thick samples by limiting it to the focal plane. [25] However, since 2P femtosecond pulsed excitation intensities result in up to around 10-fold faster photobleaching than using standard one-photon (1P) excitation, [26] the use of 2P imaging for thin samples is suboptimal.
2P imaging of conventional orange and red FPs was limited by the low power output above 1000 nm of standard tunable mode-locked Ti-Sapphire lasers, which are used for commercial 2P microscopes. To compensate for the substantial decrease in brightness above 1000 nm, optical parametric oscillators (OPO) were employed. The OPO femtosecond pulsed 2P sources provide light output from 1000 nm to 1600 nm, with the maximal output power at around 1200 nm. Despite the commercial availability of stand-alone OPO systems, OPO light sources on biological microscopes have only recently become available. In addition, custom-built twolaser 2P microscopes capable of exciting fluorophores in the ranges 750-1040 nm and 1100-1600 nm have been described. [27] Wider use of the 2P OPO sources should extend the applicability of RFPs in 2P imaging.
It has been shown that the 1P characteristics of FPs do not allow their 2P properties to be predicted unambiguously. [28] Unlike a 1P absorption cross-section (i.e., extinction coefficient), a 2P absorption cross-section is sensitive to an electric field around the chromophore in a FP molecule and is influenced by charged amino acids and hydrogen-bonding networks in the chromophore microenvironment. It is also not possible to precisely predict an optimal 2P excitation wavelength from the 1P excitation spectrum. Furthermore, photobleaching pathways differ at 1P and 2P light irradiation. [26] Therefore, RFPs specifically optimized for 2P excitation are required (Table 2 ).
Far-Red FPs
Engineering far-red shifted bright FPs is a rapidly developing area. The far-red FPs are superior to FPs of other colors for tissue and whole-body imaging because mammalian tissue is more transparent to far-red light as a result of the high absorbance of hemoglobin below 650 nm. [30] To satisfy the needs of deep-tissue imaging, a number of novel far-red FPs have been developed recently. The most far-red shifted FPs are monomeric mNeptune [31] and TagRFP657, [32] dimeric eqFP650, [33] eqFP670, [33] and tetrameric E2-Crimson [4] ( Table 1) . E2-Crimson, eqFP650, and eqFP670 were specifically optimized for low cytotoxicity.
Moreover, several near-infrared FPs, such as IFP1.4 [34] and iRFP, [35] have been developed recently on the basis of bacterial phytochromes. Fluorescence of these proteins is dependent on an exogenous tetrapyrolle chromophore, called biliverdin, which is abundant in mammalian cells. Bacterial phytochromes present promising templates for engineering future far-red and infra-red FPs. Currently available FPs in this range are not as bright as organic dyes. The brightest farred E2-Crimson is 3-times less bright than Alexa647.
[1b] The enhanced genetically encoded far-red probes are in a high demand. An optimal probe for whole-body imaging should have excitation and emission spectra within an 650-950 nm "nearinfrared optical window" (NIRW) in which mammalian tissues have the lowest absorbance by hemoglobin, melanin, and water [30] (Figure 1 d, Table 2 ). The tissue absorbance in NIRW drops so significantly that even dim far-red FPs perform substantially better than bright-green FPs. [36] None of conventional far-red FPs developed so far has excitation maxima within the NIRW. The practical usefulness of FPs for deep tissue imaging can be evaluated by determining their apparent brightness under excitation wavelengths near to the NIRW in live animals. Recent studies compared far-red FPs using various approaches, such as injecting samples of purified FPs [36, 37] or mammalian cells expressing FPs into animals, [33] directly expressing FPs in Xenopus embryos, [38] or in transgenic mice. [39] mKate2, mNeptune, eqFP650, and Katushka outperformed other red and far-red FPs. It is important that far-red FPs applied to live imaging have low cytotoxicity.
Far-Red FPs in Super-Resolution Imaging
Far-red FPs have also found their application in superresolution imaging. Red-shifted excitation of E2-Crimson [4] and TagRFP657 [32] was utilized in a super-resolution stimulated emission depletion (STED) [40] microscopy study using commercial STED microscopes equipped with 635-640 nm excitation lasers (Figure 1 e) . Because E2-Crimson is tetrameric it can be mainly used to label whole cells and lumenal spaces of organelles. TagRFP657 is a monomer, and was fused to individual cellular proteins to obtain STED images. [32] The major requirement for FP for efficient STED imaging is its high photostability (Tables 2 and 3 ).
RFPs with a Large Stokes Shift
A large Stokes shift (LSS), that is, a difference between excitation and emission maxima larger than 100 nm, is a distinctive feature of a subclass of FPs, called LSSFPs. LSSFPs provide spectrally resolvable colors for multicolor imaging applications. In addition to green [41] and yellow [42] LSSFPs there are orange LSSmOrange [43] and three red LSSFPs, mKeima, [44] LSSmKate1, and LSSmKate2 [45] ( Table 1 ). All red-shifted LSSFPs absorb at 440-460 nm and fluoresce in red part of the spectrum. LSSmOrange exhibits the highest brightness among red-shifted LSSFPs. LSSmKate2 outperforms mKeima in terms of pH-stability, photostability, and brightness. It also lacks an additional excitation peak in the yellow spectral region. Evaluation of LSSmKate2 in stably expressing mammalian cells showed its low cytotoxicity. [45] 4.1. LSSFPs in FCCS: Two-photon and FRET Applications Spectral properties of LSSFPs are advantageous for multicolor applications using a single excitation wavelength (Table 2) . Fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) is a variation of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), which is optimized to study the interaction between proteins of relatively similar molecular weights. In dual-color FCCS, the degree of cross-correlation between two signals correlates with the percentage of interacting pairs. In contrast to FRET, FCCS does not depend on close proximity and a favorable orientation between FPs. [46] Single-laser dualcolor FCCS is advantageous over a two-laser setup because it does not require the precise alignment of two lasers to the same confocal spot. The red LSSFP, mKeima was efficiently excited together with CFP by the same laser, resulting in dualcolor FCCS [44] (Figure 1 f) . This strategy has been expanded to achieve four-color FCCS by using blue FP, green LSSFP, LSSmOrange, and LSSmKate1. [43] A relatively slow speed of wavelength tuning in commercial 2P microscopes limits simultaneous imaging of fast dynamic events using multicolor probes. Use of red LSSFPs together with cyan FPs excited with a single 2P excitation wavelength has allowed real-time dual-color 2P imaging [45, 47] ( Figure 1 g ).
Red LSSFPs are attractive probes for FRET applications. They are putative donors for far-red FPs and potential acceptors for blue FPs. A large separation between the excitation of a red LSSFP donor and the emission of a red LSSFP acceptor in the spectra of the corresponding FRET partners should result in a low-background and high-sensitivity FRET assay. The LSSFP-based FRET pairs could also be combined with other FRET pairs (Figure 1 a) . Recently, a LSSmOrange-mKate2 FRET pair was used with a CFP-YFP FRET biosensor to simultaneously image two processes in a single cell. [43] 
LSSFPs in Single-FP Biosensors
Single-FP ratiometric biosensors (Figure 1 b) could be developed from LSSFP variants that can be switched between two states, which have either a large Stokes shift or a regular Stokes shift fluorescence, upon a specific stimuli. The corresponding chromophore transformation between a neutral state and an anionic state (see Section 8) provides the basis to design such biosensors. A pH-biosensor, pHRed, with emission at 610 nm was developed from mKeima. [61] Its readout is a ratiometric change in the excitation maxima at 440 nm and 585 nm. Ratiometric sensors are preferable over other types because they are not influenced by artifacts caused by variable protein concentration, cell thickness, cell movement, and excitation intensity. Moreover, the pHRed biosensor allowed dual-color imaging in combination with a green ATP sensor, called Perceval. [61] 5. Fluorescent Timers (Figure 1 h) . In contrast to photoactivatable FPs described in Section 6 and suitable to study fast intracellular dynamics, FTs are typically applied to investigate relatively slow events.
There are two types of FTs. FTs of the first type, mCherryderived monomeric fast (Fast-FT), medium (Medium-FT), and slow (Slow-FT) FTs (Table 1) , change their fluorescence from blue to red over time. [49] The blue and red forms of FTs are bright and pH-stable, and the conversion of the blue form into the red form is complete. However, a noticeable blue-tored photoconversion under irradiation with intense violet light complicates their use ( Table 2 ). Another type of FT, monomeric Kusabira Green Orange (mK-GO) ( Table 1) changes its color from green to orange with time. [50] In contrast to mCherry-derived FTs, two forms of mK-GO mature independently. The green form does not disappear after maturation of the orange form. The orange-to-green ratio changes from about 0.1 initially to 0.7 after complete maturation. Although the light sensitivity of mK-GO was not examined, the independent maturation of both forms should prevent green to orange photoconversion.
Monomeric FTs can be used to estimate the age of proteins tagged with FT. It has been possible with Medium-FT [49] and mK-GO [50] to determine the age of compartments that took part in autophagy and endocytosis.
Photoactivatable RFPs
FPs with fluorescent properties regulated by light are suitable for use in various selective photolabeling techniques, from particle tracking to super-resolution imaging. This group of FPs is termed photoactivatable FPs (PAFPs). Important characteristics of PAFPs are the photoactivation contrast and the brightness of both initial and photoactivated forms. The photoactivation contrast is the ratio of fluorescence intensity after photoactivation to the fluorescence intensity before photoactivation. In the case of photoswitchable FPs (PSFPs), it is defined as the intensity ratio between two fluorescent forms, before and after photoconversion. [62] A higher contrast results in a greater signal-to-background ratio. Another parameter to consider is the intensity of light required for photoactivation: it should not be so high that it is harmful to a cell, or so low that spontaneous photoactivation would occur.
Currently there are three types of irreversible red PAFPs: dark-to-red photoactivatable PAmCherry-like RFPs, greento-red photoswitchable Kaede-like RFPs, and orange-to-farred photoswitchable FPs represented by the recently developed PSmOrange.
Dark-to-red PAFPs, such as PAmCherry [51] and PATagRFP [52] (Table 1) , undergo activation from a dark to red fluorescent form on irradiation with 405 nm violet light. PATagRFP outperforms PAmCherry in brightness and photostability. The recently designed dark-to-far-red PAmKate extends the spectral range beyond that available with the other two PAFPs. [53] PSFPs of the Kaede-like type are converted from a green form to a red fluorescent form with violet light. Monomeric Dendra2, [54] mEos2, [55] and mKikGR [56a] are currently among the best available PSFPs of this group (Table 1) . Recently, a rational design was applied to conventional monomeric cyan FP resulting in a green-to-red mClavGR2 PSFP.
[56b]
Based on EosFP [63] and Dendra2 variants, several FPs with a complex phenotype, which have properties of both irreversible and reversible PSFPs, were developed. First, similarly to Kaede-like PSFPs, an irreversible photoswitching of IrisFP, [64] its monomeric variant mIrisFP, [57] and NijiFP, [58] to green and red forms occurs simultaneously on irradiation with violet light. Subsequent irradiation of the green forms of these FPs with 488 nm and low-intensity 405 nm lasers reversibly switches their green chromophore off and on, respectively. Irradiation of the red forms with 532 nm light drives the red chromophores into the off state whereas irradiation with 440 nm light switches them on (Table 1) .
Recently reported PSmOrange [37] is orange in its initial state and becomes far-red after irradiation with blue-green light ( Table 1 ). The red-shifted emission of both forms, compared to green-to-red PSFPs, and the longer wavelength of the photoswitching light used are advantageous for its livecell applications (Table 2 ).
PAFPs as Photolabels for Long-Term Imaging
PAFPs can serve as selective photolabels for a protein of interest, a specific organelle, or a cell. Photomarking a protein fused to PAFPs is used to study protein dynamics and turnover. Organelle photolabeling allows the monitoring of fission and fusion events. Cell tracking is applied to study development, carcinogenesis, and inflammation. [87] Specific characteristics that make PAFPs suitable for long-term tracking in vivo include their photoactivation contrast, wavelength of photoactivation light, photostability of the activated form, phototoxicity, and the turnover rate of the PAFP or its fusion construct ( Table 2 ). The last three parameters limit the time during which the photolabeled object can be followed.
It is useful when PAFPs in the initial state can be imaged with light that does not cause photoactivation. Therefore Kaede-like proteins, such as mKikGR, [56a] mEos2, [55] Dendra2, [54] and their derivatives are currently the preferred monomeric photolabels for various types of tracking experiments. Dendra2 is of special interest because it can be photoconverted with blue light that is less harmful for cells than violet light. [54] It was applied to monitor the metastatic behavior of individual tumor cells in living mice [87b] and to image actin polymerization in invasive structures of murine macrophages and adenocarcinoma cells. [88] New possibilities for particle tracking have been created with the development of PSmOrange. [37] This PSFP is spectrally resolvable with cyan-to-green PSCFP2 protein [54] and, thus, can be used for
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Chemie simultaneous tracking four different cellular populations. The orange and far-red colors of PSmOrange can be resolved with common mCherry. Because it requires blue-green light for photoconversion, which is absorbed by tissues ten-fold less than violet light, PSmOrange can be photoconverted inside a living mouse [37] (Figure 2 a) . New applications may arise from the use of PAFPs in FRET imaging. A simple approach can be based on the photoactivation of a specific PAFP in one cellular compartment and the subsequent monitoring of FRET between the PAFP donor and a conventional RFP acceptor in a different cellular region. Another potential approach implies a FRETfacilitated photoswitching in which PAFP photoconversion is caused by FRET from a FP donor. This approach could be applied to map the fate of protein interactions in a cell.
PAFPs in Super-Resolution Imaging
The PAFP phenotype is crucial for photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) [65] and similar fluorescence PALM (FPALM) [75] super-resolution methods (Table 3 , Figure 2 b) . PALM relies on single-molecule imaging. The singlemolecule brightness (defined as the number of emitted photons) and the contrast between the background and photoactivated photon outputs are the critical FP properties for this group of techniques (Tables 2 and 3 ). Since in PALM approaches a higher contrast results in a higher spatial resolution, red-shifted FPs whose imaging is accompanied by a lower autofluorescent background are the preferred PALM probes.
Dark-to-red PAFPs PAmCherry [51] and PATagRFP [52] are valuable tools for two-color PALM. In contrast to green-tored Kaede-like PSFPs, these proteins lack green fluorescence. This property allows their use simultaneously with green PAFPs. Two-color PALM with PAmCherry and PAGFP has been demonstrated to image clusters of transferrin receptors and clathrin molecules at 25 nm resolution. [51] PATagRFP together with PAGFP was applied to two-color single-particle tracking PALM (sptPALM) in live cells. [52] The sptPALM approach is useful for studying the stoichiometry of two colocalized or interacting proteins at a single-molecule level. FPALM imaging of three PAFPs simultaneously in both live and fixed cells was achieved with dark-to-far-red PAmKate together with PAmCherry1 and Dendra2. [53] PSmOrange was also utilized in PALM imaging that, for the first time, used activation light at 488 nm. [37] It has been shown that PAmCherry photoactivation is also possible with a 2P irradiation. This property was utilized to image intracellular structures at high resolution (< 50 nm lateral and < 100 nm axial resolution) at depths of approximately 8 mm using 3D PALM. [80] Furthermore, PAmCherry was applied to a combination of PALM and SPIM techniques in 3D super-resolution imaging of a live cell. [89] Among Kaede-like PSFPs, the favorite probes for PALM are tdEosFP, mEos2, and Dendra2. tdEosFP [90] has a large photoswitching contrast and high photon output. This protein demonstrated good performance in both 2D [91] and 3D [92] PALM approaches. The use of tdEosFP in 3D interferometric PALM (iPALM), which combines PALM with simultaneous multi-phase interferometry of photons from each fluorescent molecule, allowed the mapping of the nanoscale protein organization in focal adhesions. [92] Since smaller probes are preferred as fusion tags, to give a more accurate localization of a fusion protein, monomeric mEos2 is a good alternative to the twice as large tandem dimeric tdEosFP. [55, 93] Monomeric Dendra2 was applied to polarization FPALM to determine the orientations of single molecules in cellular structures. [82] mIrisFP and NijiFP can be reversibly and irreversibly photoswitched and were used in super-resolution imaging coupled with pulse-chase selective photolabeling. [57, 58] Super-resolution imaging with PALM-based techniques: multicolor PALM, PALMIRA (with rsFPs), and sptPALM. PALM microscopy is based on the accurate localization (up to ca. 20 nm) [65] of individual PAFP molecules (colored dots). The imaging cycle includes the stochastic photoactivation of the PAFPs molecules, imaging, and subsequent photobleaching of the photoactivated molecules. The cycle is repeated many times to reconstruct a superresolution image. sptPALM allows tracking of localized single molecules in live cells; c) Photochromic FRET. rsFPs that change their absorbance upon photoswitching are used in photochromic FRET. The process of FRET occurs when rsFP is in the ON state, and does not occur when rsFP is in the OFF state. Thus, pcFRET allows a control image of the same sample to obtained without FRET by temporarily switching it the FRET OFF; d) Super-resolution imaging: RESOLFT microscopy utilizes an ON beam (blue arrow) and a superimposed doughnut-shaped OFF beam (yellow arrow) to confine a diffractionlimited spot of switched ON rsFP molecules to a subdiffraction-sized spot (red dot). The resolution achieved to date using FPs is 40 nm. [66] . Angewandte Reviews V. V. Verkhusha et al.
Reversibly Photoswitchable RFPs
Reversibly photoswitchable FPs (rsFPs) can be repeatedly photoswitched between fluorescent and non-fluorescent states. This property allows new imaging applications. Recently developed red rsFPs include rsCherry, [59] rsCherryRev, [59] and rsTagRFP [60] ( Table 1) . Irradiation of rsTagRFP with 550-570 nm light switches off a red fluorescent state, which absorbs at 567 nm, into a dark state absorbing at 440 nm. Irradiation with 430-450 nm light switches the dark state back to the fluorescent state. rsCherry and rsCherryRev are red rsFPs that can be switched reversibly between states by irradiating alternately with 550-560 nm and 440-450 nm light. [59] rsTagRFP exhibits higher brightness and 6-times higher photoswitching contrast than rsCherry and rsCherryRev. The difference in the absorbance spectra of the rsTagRFPs fluorescent and dark states enabled its use as an acceptor in photochromic FRET (pcFRET) with yellow FPs as the donors [60, 94] (Figure 2 c, Table 2 ). pcFRET is a lightinduced reversible FRET switching that is achieved by changing the absorbance of a FRET acceptor. pcFRET facilitates detection of protein-protein interactions and provides an internal control for FRET.
A reversibly switchable phenotype may provide advantages for super-resolution techniques. However, in practice, super-resolution imaging using rsFPs has been limited by the lack of "fatigue resistant" FPs, which could be reversibly photoswitched a hundred times without photobleaching Far-field super-resolution approaches are based on the ability to switch fluorescent probes, such as FPs and organic dyes, on and off by utilizing different transitions in a fluorescent molecule (reviewed in Ref. [67] ). These techniques can be divided into two major groups: the first based on a patterned illumination and the second based on a molecular localization. The first group relies on a nonlinear imaging of molecules in ensemble, whereas the second one is based on an optical detection of single molecules combined with a subsequent reconstruction of their coordinates.
Techniques based on imaging in ensemble mode
These fluorescence microscopy techniques include stimulated emission depletion (STED), [68] ground-state depletion (GSD), [69] saturated structured illumination microscopy (SSIM), [67b] and reversible saturatable optical (fluorescence) transition (RESOLFT). [70] STED utilizes a transition between the fluorescent singlet state and the ground state of a probe. The same states are used in SSIM, whereas fluorescent singlet and long-lived dark triplet states are utilized in GSD. RESOLFT is based on switching between the metastable fluorescent and dark states of reversibly switchable probes. In STED, the specimen is illuminated by two synchronized ultrafast pulsed light beams: the excitation laser pulse and the co-linear depletion laser pulse. The resulting doughnut-shaped depletion around the diffraction-limited excitation spot produces a sharpened effective fluorescent spot with an increase in the resolution up to tens of nanometers in the lateral direction. A super-resolution image is built by scanning these two beams across the sample. For the depletion of the excited state of FPs, STED requires extremely high intensities of light (10 MWcm À2 ), which is a limitation for live-cell imaging.
[67a, 71] Because the same spot is scanned several times to reconstitute an image, the most important characteristic of a fluorescent probe is its photostability. Probes that are bright and completely un-excitable by the wavelength of the depletion laser are also preferable. A resolution of around 50 nm has been reported for STED with FPs. [29] GSD requires the lower light intensities (ca. 10 kWcm À2 ) [69] than STED. In SSIM, the illumination pattern is formed by the interference of two collimated beams, scanned across the sample. [72] Moderate illumination intensities in SSIM (ca. 100 Wcm
À2
) allow live-cell imaging. Since RESOLFT utilizes cycling between two metastable states of a probe it requires low intensities of light, such as 1-10 Wcm À2 .
[67a] RESOLFT can be applied to live-cell super-resolution microscopy. [73] Typically around 1000 switching cycles are required to achieve a 10-fold better resolution.
[67b]
Therefore, the crucial probe property is fatigue resistance. [74] Recently a rsFP with high photostability has been applied to RESOLFT resulting in a resolution of 40 nm in live cells. [66] Techniques based on single-molecule imaging These techniques include photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), [65] fluorescent PALM (FPALM), [75] stochastic optical reconstitution microscopy (STORM), [76] direct STORM (dSTORM), [77] ground-state depletion microscopy (GSDIM), [78] bleaching-blinking assisted localization microscopy (BaLM), [79] and various related approaches, such as a single-particle tracking PALM (sptPALM), [52] 3D-PALM, [80] 3D iPALM, [81] PALM with independently running acquisition (PALMIRA), [59] polarization FPALM, [82] PALM with stroboscopic illumination (S-PALM), [83] live-cell PALM, [84] and multicolor PALM, [51] among others. All of them utilize switching between the fluorescent state and the dark state of a fluorescent probe, except GSDIM, which uses a transition between the fluorescent singlet state and the long-lived dark triplet states. In PALM, a small fraction of individual PAFP molecules are stochastically photoactivated with a low light intensity, and then imaged and photobleached. This process is repeated many times for recording images of distantly located subsets of molecules. Then the stack of images is processed to localize single molecules by finding the centroid positions in their point spread functions. The final super-resolution image is reconstructed by merging of all the localized single-molecule positions. Single-molecule detection is subject to considerable random noise. To reduce it, initially PALM was demonstrated in a combination with a total internal reflection (TIRF) imaging mode [65] while a similar FPALM method was implemented in a wide-field format. [75] A lateral resolution of 20 nm has been achieved using PALM with PAFPs. [65] STORM and its derivatives are based on the same principles as PALM but historically utilize photoconvertible organic dyes. Both PALM and STORM require much lower light intensities for photoactivation and imaging (1-100 Wcm
) than STED. [65, 85] In PALM-and STORM-based approaches a precision of single-molecule localization depends on the number of emitted photons by a photoactivated molecule (photon output). The higher single-molecule brightness results in better resolution. Besides photon output, high photoactivation contrast of PAFPs is advantageous to achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio and, subsequently, higher resolution. Whereas PALM typically uses PAFPs, its derivative, PALMIRA, utilizes rsFPs. PALMIRA improves the rate at which data are acquired by a factor of 100. [86] A resolution of around 45 nm was achieved with PALMIRA using rsFPs. [73] PALM has been also extended for a use with conventional fluorescent probes in BaLM. BaLM imaging is based on an intrinsic ON-OFF blinking behavior of fluorescent chromophores. BaLM has provided a lateral resolution of around 50 nm. [79] Fluorescent Proteins Angewandte Chemie (Table 3 ). In addition, brightness and contrast of the best available red rsFPs are not as good as those of red PAFPs and PSFPs (Table 1) . To date, three types of super-resolution techniques based on rsFPs have been reported, these are reversible saturable optical (fluorescence) transitions (RESOLFT)
[67a] (Figure 2 d) , PALM with independently running acquisition (PALMIRA), [59] and PALM with two-color stroboscopic illumination (S-PALM) microscopy. [83] Red rsFPs have been applied in RESOLFT to image bacteria using tetrameric asFP595 rsFP. [95] A lateral resolution of 50-100 nm was achieved. Use of rsCherryRev for time-lapse live cell PALMIRA imaging of the endoplasmic reticulum provided around 75 nm resolution. [59] Future fatigue-resistant red rsFPs should improve the RESOLFT and PALMIRA performance and enable these techniques to be used widely to study intracellular processes with super-resolution accuracy (see Table 3 ).
Chromophore Chemistry
Rapidly developing imaging applications require an improvement of RFP probes. The rational design of new RFPs is based on knowledge of the principles of chromophore formation and functioning. A number of diverse approaches including crystallography, [2f,g, 96] mutagenesis, isotope studies, [2i, 97] steadystate and time-resolved spectroscopy, [97, 98] mass-spectrometry, [37, 96a] electronic structure calculations, [99] and synthesis of model chromophores, [100] have been applied to reveal transformations of red chromophores. There is now sufficient information available to develop a rational strategy in RFP design.
In RFPs, a chromophoreforming tripeptide consists of invariant Tyr66 and Gly67 amino acid residues and a variable residue 65 (the numbering follows that for the Aequorea victoria GFP). A core 4-(phydroxybenzylidene)-5-imidazolone structure is common to all red chromophores, while modifications of the protein backbone at position 65 vary, resulting in a range of known red-shifted chromophores (Figure 3 ).
There are two major types of red chromophores: DsRedlike [101] and Kaede-like [2c] (Figure 3 ). The DsRed-like chromophore is formed as a result of either autocatalytic or photoinduced transformations of the X65-Tyr66-Gly67 tripeptide whereas the Kaede-like red chromophore is characterized by the His65-Tyr66-Gly67 chromophore tripeptide and is only generated photochemically. To date there are three major families of RFPs containing the DsRed-like chromophore: derivatives of DsRed, [101] eqFP578, [38] and eqFP611. [102] It was shown that the mechanism of the DsRed-like chromophore maturation first involves the formation of the N-acylimine C=N bond characteristic of the mTagBFP [103] chromophore, then the C a ÀC b double bond in the Tyr66 side chain is formed [2b, 99] ( Figure 3 ). There is only one DsRed-like RFP that was shown to mature via the GFP-like chromophore intermediate.
[2d]
Studies of several FPs (dark-to-red PAmCherry, [2a] mCherry-based FTs, [2e] mTagBFP [103a] , and mTagBFP2 [103b] ) with different phenotypes support the structure of the mTagBFP-like blue intermediate.
The red PAmCherry off (dark) state has the structure of the mTagBFP-like chromophore but without blue fluorescence.
[2a] After irradiation with violet light, the PAmCherry dark chromophore photochemically converts into the red fluorescent DsRed-like state. PATagRFP in the dark state most likely has the structure of the mTagBFP-like chromophore precursor (Figure 3) . [52] The mechanism of the reversible photoswitching has been studied for rsTagRFP. [94] It was found that a cis-trans isomerization of the DsRed-like chromophore accompanied by its protonation/deprotonation is responsible for the dark-fluorescent rsTagRFP cycling.
The second type of the red chromophore, Kaede-like (Figure 3 ), is found in the red state of green-to-red PSFPs.
[2c]
In the green state, these FPs have the GFP-like chromophore. After irradiation with violet light, green-to-red photoconversion occurs by a b-elimination reaction. In this process, a His65 N À C a bond is cleaved and the C a À C b double bond in the His65 side chain is subsequently formed leading to an extension of the p-conjugated system and the resulting Kaede-like red chromophore.
Different color hues of FPs result from further transformations of the DsRed-like chromophore. The cyclization of the first amino acid in the chromophore with the C = N group or the carbonyl group of the N-acylimine leads to a yellow zFP538-like chromophore [2f] or to an orange mOrange-like chromophore, [2g] respectively (Figure 3 ). Irradiation of the mOrange-like chromophore with blue-green light, causes the photoinduced oxidation of the chromophore and subsequent cleavage of the polypeptide chain. As a result, the far-red PSmOrange-like chromophore containing Nacylimine with a co-planar carbon-oxygen double bond is formed. [37] Autocatalytic cleavage of the DsRed-like chromophore in the N-acylimine region in the related FP from Anemonia sulcata asFP595 results in the asFP595-like chromophore.
[2h]
In RFPs with a large Stokes shift, such as LSSmKates [45] and mKeima, [44] the hydroxy group in the Tyr66 side chain of the DsRed-like chromophore is protonated (Figure 3) . The initially protonated chromophore converts into the excited state on absorption of a photon. Then, the excited state proton transfer (ESPT) occurs from the hydroxy group of Tyr66 resulting in the anionic chromophore, which emits a red photon.
[2i] The possibility to rationally design the LSS phenotype was demonstrated by engineering ESPT in a number of FPs.
[2i] A switchable ESPT responding to changes in pH value was developed as the single-FP biosensor pHRed, [104] which is based on mKeima. Based on the available data on the structures of red chromophores, their derivatives, and transitions between them we can make the following conclusions. First, chemical transitions between the chromophore structures can either occur autocatalytically, be photoinduced, or be blocked. Second, a chromophore can be in a fluorescent state or in a chromo state (i.e., it absorbs but does not emit light). Third, amino acid residues in the chromophore and its microenvironment determine the transitions between the chromophore structures that result in the particular FP phenotypes.
Further studies, such as electronic structure calculations and chemical synthesis of model chromophores applied together with crystallography, mass-spectrometry, biochemical, and photophysical characterization should aid in further clarification of the chemical and spectral behavior of the FP chromophores. For instance, the synthesis of model compounds should confirm a specific chromophore structure among several variants suggested on the basis of structural or mass-spectrometry studies. It could also provide information on the influence of chemical groups participating in the chromophore formation on its spectral and photochemical characteristics.
[2h, 100]
Outlook
The optimization of specific RFP properties for a particular imaging technique will improve the probe performance (Table 2) . RFPs with increased brightness and enhanced photostability, particularly in the far-red spectral region, are highly desired.
Also in high demand are RFPs optimized for 2P excitation. Development of high-throughput approaches to screen large libraries of RFP mutants in 2P mode is required to achieve this goal.
PALM-based super-resolution imaging will benefit from PAFPs with improved single-molecule brightness and photostability. Another super-resolution approach, RESOLFT, has not yet reached its full potential in live-cell imaging with rsFPs as the probes. To acquire an image, the RESOLFT scanning requires a large number of switching cycles without loss of rsFP brightness. The recently reported photostable green rsEGFP provides a stimulus for the further development of RESOLFT imaging. [66] Future design of red rsFPs would add multicolor features to this technique. PALM and RESOLFT approaches could also benefit from the development of red rsFPs in which the fluorescence excitation is decoupled from the photoswitching, thus allowing a more controllable photomanipulation. This type of green rsFP, called Dreiklang, has been already engineered. [105] There is a large demand for imaging approaches allowing multiple cellular events to be studied at the same time. In this regard spectrally resolvable orange, red, and far-red variants of FPs are required. LSSFPs should be useful in multicolor FRET, FCCS, and 2P microscopy. Designing ESPT in far-red FPs should result in far-red LSSFPs that can be combined with LSSmKate2 or LSSmOrange. It would also be useful to
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Chemie engineer an autocatalytic orange-to-far-red chromophore transformation that could result in a FT phenotype for deep-tissue imaging.
Further shifting of RFPs towards the infra-red part of spectrum will facilitate intravital microscopy and whole-body imaging. Although already implemented in bacterial phytochromes, which require biliverdin for fluorescence, infra-red FPs of the GFP protein family should be useful.
The available crystal structures of RFPs with the DsRedlike chromophore show that a C=O group of the N-acylimine is out of the chromophore plane.
[2b,g] A red shift in FP excitation should be possible if the C = O group is coplanar with the chromophore, a feature that is found in the photoinduced far-red PSmOrange-like chromophore (Figure 3) . Designing a probe with an autocatalytic formation of this type of the far-red chromophore could enable the imaging of animals in the NIRW region using GFP-like FPs.
Another FP design strategy is a combination of different FP phenotypes in a single protein. Emerging RFP variants and their respective applications are summarized in Figure 4 . Not all FP properties can be combined. Only phenotypes with independent chromophore-transformation pathways could be joined (Figure 3 ). For example, since different amino acids are involved in the LSS and photoactivatable phenotypes, their merging would result in PA-LSSFPs.
To choose an optimal fluorescent probe, all the RFPs properties should be considered in their relation to the chosen microscopy technique, the biological object, and the experimental set-up. Future enhanced RFPs of existing and novel phenotypes will stimulate the development of novel imaging techniques to address a variety of challenges in biology.
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